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Abstract. Oblivious transfer protocol is an important cryptographic
primitive having numerous applications and particularly playing an essential role in secure multiparty computation protocols. On the other
hand existing oblivious transfer protocols are based on computationally expensive public-key operations which remains the main obstacle for
employing such protocols in practical applications. In this paper a novel
approach for designing oblivious transfer protocols is introduced based
on the idea of replacing public-key operations by white-box cryptography
techniques. As a result oblivious transfer protocols based on white-box
cryptography run several times faster and require less communication
bandwidth compared with the existing protocols.
Keywords: oblivious transfer, white-box cryptography, secure function
evaluation
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Introduction

A secure function evaluation(SFE) protocol for a computable function f (x, y)
enables two parties, Alice who owns x and Bob, who owns y, to compute the
value f (x, y) in a way, that does not reveal to each side more information that
can be deduced from the computed result f (x, y) [1]. One of the main results
in cryptographic research shows that for each polynomially computable function
f (·, ·) there exists such a (polynomially computable) protocol ([2]). The main
building block used for implementing such functionality is the so-called Oblivious Transfer(OT) protocol. Despite the fact that the secure function evaluation
protocol has polynomially complexity, the resulting protocols often are not as
efficient since the number of required OT protocols to be executed is proportional to the size of the circuit computing the given function f (·, ·). Even for
relatively simple functions this can be prohibitively expensive as each OT instance requires several public-key operations to be performed. More specifically
1-out-2 OT protocol is the following: Alice (Server) has in possession two data
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items k1 and k2 . Bob (Receiver) chooses secretly which item to obtain. OT is
a protocol how Bob and Alice interact in a way that as a result of that interaction Bob gets the item he chooses and has no information about the other
data item; meanwhile, Alice has no idea which of data items k1 or k2 Bob has
received. In this paper we explore a novel technique for implementing efficient
OT protocols which operate significantly faster and also require less communication bandwidth. The idea is based on using white-box(WB) cryptography as an
alternative to ordinary public-key cryptography schemes for securing two-party
communications. White-box cryptography allows to implement symmetric cryptographic functionality so it can be executed in the untrusted domains and the
same time not violate the secret key privacy. The general technique is to built
special look-up tables corresponding to the secret key which will allow to make
encryption without revealing the key itself. White-box cryptographic schemes
are mainly used in DRM systems[4] and software protections methods[5]. The
secure white-box implementation of encryption functionality allows the secret
key owner to share the white-box implementation with third parties so they will
be able to encrypt any message with the specified secret key without learning the
key itself. The encrypted message can be decrypted only by the secret key owner. These considerations allow us to employ these techniques for enabling secure
communication between the participating parties of secure function evaluation
protocol. As such the contribution of this paper is twofold. Firstly a new method
for constructing more efficient OT protocols is introduced. Secondly an idea to
use white-box cryptography in the new context, namely to replace public-key
operations by white-box operations is introduced. To our best knowledge this
has been accomplished for the first time.
Organization of the paper: In the next section OT protocols as well as whitebox cryptography techniques are discussed in more details. Section 3 presents
new designs of two OT protocols based on white-box cryptography. The security
of the proposed protocols are discussed in Section 4 and some experimental
results about their efficiency are given in Section 5.

2

Preliminaries

In this section the OT protocols and white-box cryptography techniques are covered in more details. Security definitions for OT protocol on which the security
proofs of our designs are based, are also presented.
2.1

Oblivious Transfer

OT was first introduced by Rabin [6]. In Rabins formulation, the Server sends
a message to Client with probability 1/2 but remains oblivious as to whether
the Client received the message. A closely related variant called 1-out-of-2 OT
was later introduced and discussed by Even, Goldreich and Lempel[7]. In their
setting, Alice (the Server) has two bits b0 and b1 , and Bob (the Client) has
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a selection bit s. The goal is for Bob to receive bs , and remain oblivious of
b1−s while Alice remains oblivious of s. Nowadays OT protocol stands for the
notion introduced by Even et al. Essentially every known suggestion of public-key
cryptography can be used to construct OT protocol and the complexity of 1out-of-2 OT protocol is comparable to public-key operations. Brassard, Crepeau
and Santha [8] extended the basic notion of 1-out-of-2 OT to 1-out-of-N OT.
Namely the Server has N messages, and the Client is allowed to learn exactly
one of them, while the Server is required to remain oblivious regarding the Clients
selection. They gave a method for constructing 1-out-of-N OT protocols from
N − 1 invocations of a 1-out-of-2 OT protocol. More efficient implementations
for 1-out-of-N OT protocol were later proposed by Naor and Pinkas [11] which
require only logN invocations of 1-out-of-2 OT . So the input and output of
1-out-of-N OT protocols are defined as follows.
• INPUT
− Client: An index 0 ≤ σ ≤ N − 1
− Server: N data elements k0 , k1 , . . . , kN −1
• OUTPUT
− Client: kσ
− Server: Nothing
OT is a two party protocol and the most efficient implementations usually
require two round communication between the participating parties. The high
level overview of 1-out-of-N OT protocol is described in Fig. ??.
The first step called Query Preparation is executed by Server and the
step’s outputs are sent to Client as an auxiliary information for generating
query. The second phase is the Query Generation phase carried by Client
where he/she generates its query and sends it to the Server. Getting the query,
the Server responses to it by generating Query Response. Then the Client
reveals its query from the sent response with help of Response Processing
method. Almost all basic OT protocol implementations share these steps although in some cases the output of Query Preparation can be empty.
OT protocol has been generalized in many different ways.The next step in extending the notion of OT was k-out-of-N OT. In such protocols, the Server holds
a set of N messages; she is willing to allow the Client to learn any k messages of
the set, but she refuses to allow the Client to learn any information regarding
the remaining N-k messages. The Client on the other hand demands that Alice
remains oblivious regarding his selection of k messages. Constructions for k-outof-N OT were presented in [9]. Another version of k-out-of-N OT is OT with
Adaptive Queries firstly introduced by Naor and Pinkas [10]. In this context,
the Server has N values, and the Client would like to learn k of them, deciding
which ones in an adaptive manner, i.e. the i-th value may depend on the first
i-1 received values. The advantage of the adaptive scheme is that the number of
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Clients queries need not be prefixed or known before the execution of the protocol. Naor and Pinkas have presented efficient protocols for this problem that
require O(N) computation in the preprocessing stage and fixed computation for
each new value the Client obtains.
In this paper efficient solutions for 1-out-of-N OT protocol (N ≥ 2) will be
introduced.
Correctness and Security Definitions. The definition of OT protocol correctness is simple: At the end of successful execution where both Client and
Server follows the protocol, the Client should obtain the value Xσ of his choice
σ. Next we follow to the [11] for giving the security definitions. While defining
security for OT protocol we will threat 1-out-of-2 OT protocol as 1-out-of-N OT
protocol where N = 2. The security of OT protocol is considered usually under
the honest-but-curious attacking model, where all parties honestly follows to the
protocol, but they try to extract the other partys secrets. To define security of
OT protocol, we separately discuss the security of Server and the security of
Client.
The Client Security: For any σ, τ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N −1} and for any probabilistic
polynomial time adversary B executing the Servers part, the information that
B sees in case the Client tries to obtain kσ and the information that B sees in
case the Client tries to obtain kτ are computationally indistinguishable given
k0 , k1 , . . . , kN −1 .
The Server Security: The Client must not learn or get more or different information than he should. In the IDEAL model it is assumed that there is a
trusted third party T which receives k0 , k1 , . . . , kN −1 from the Server and receives the choice bit σ from the Client and tells the Client the value kσ . For
every distribution on the inputs k0 , k1 , . . . , kN −1 and any adversarial probabilistic polynomial-time machine A that plays the role of Client in the REAL model,
there exists a simulator A0 which plays the Clients role in the IDEAL model
and receives the same information about k0 , k1 , . . . , kN −1 as A, such that the
outputs of A and A0 are computationally indistinguishable.
2.2

White-Box Cryptography

White-box cryptography concerns the design and analysis of implementations
of cryptographic algorithms engineered to execute on untrusted platforms. Such
implementations are said to operate in a an attack model where all details of
the implementation are completely visible to an attacker: not only do they see
input and output, they see every intermediate computation that happens along the way. This is called white-box attack context. The goal of a white-box
attacker when targeting an implementation of a cipher is typically to extract
the cryptographic key;thus, white-box implementations have been designed to
thwart this goal (i.e., to make key extraction diffcult/infeasible). The academic
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study of white-box cryptography was initiated in 2002 in the seminal work of
Chow, Eisen, Johnson and van Oorschot [15].In their seminal work, they motivated and defined the white-box attack context and presented some generic
techniques that can be used to help create cryptographic implementations that
resist key-extraction[15] [16]. The general technique is to built special look-up
tables corresponding to the chosen key and specified functionality which is either
encryption or decryption. Dozens of novel implementations and security analysis
of existing schemes has been proposed in academic literature so far [17][18][19]
[22] [20] [21]. Yet more implementations of white-box encryption schemes has
been developed and patented by different private companies including Apple,
SAMSUNG, Irdeto [23][24][25] which shows the high importance of this cryptographic primitive.
Let us fix the key space K, message space M and ciphertext space C and assume
that secure symmetric encryption algorithm is a pair of algorithms (Enc, Dec)
such that Enc : K × M → C and Dec : K × C → M . In general K = {0, 1}128
or K = {0, 1}256 and M = C = {0, 1}128 . We consider white-box encryption
scheme as a set of three algorithms (Gen, Enc, Dec) performing in the key
space K, message space M and ciphertext space C such that given a master
secret key s ←R K, the algorithms performs as follows:
• Gen: The owner of the secret key s generates white-box encryption tables
corresponding to the secret key s using the white-box table generation algorithm Gen.
• Enc: A plaintext P ←R M randomly chosen from the message space can be
encrypted given the white-box tables T and the white-box encryption algorithm Enc: Note that Enc(T, P ) =Enc(s, P ). We will also use the notation
EncT (P ) for Enc(T, P ).
• Dec: A ciphertext chosen from the ciphertext space C can be decrypted
using the secret key s and the black-box decryption algorithm Dec: Actually
Dec≈Dec.
There is no formal framework for proving any white-box encryption scheme
security. Intuitively white-box scheme can be considered secure if no computationally bounded adversary will be able to extract the master encryption key
from the white-box encryption tables generated with help of algorithm Gen.
Neither any adversary should be able to make decryption functionality with
help of only the white-box encryption tables.
As such white-box scheme is considered to be secure if it is secure against these
key-recovery and reverse-engineering attacks.

3

Design of New OT Protocols based on White-Box
Cryptography

In this section two different OT protocols based on white-box cryptography(WBOT) are presented which designs are inspired from the most efficient and well
known OT protocols. The first WB-OT protocol shares basic principles with the
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RSA-based OT protocol[7] which will be referred as EGL-OT. The second one is
inspired from the Naor and Pinkas OT protocol [11] which is based on El-Gamal
cryptosystem and later will be referred as NP-OT.
While giving the new protocol designs, it is assumed that any secure white-box
scheme based on AES, SAFER+, SERPENT, IDEA, BLOWFISH or other secure
block cipher can be considered as a candidate to be employed in our designs.
Hereafter we will assume the existence of secure white-box encryption scheme
(Gen, Enc, Dec) without specifying the underlying symmetric block-cipher
encryption algorithm.
3.1

1-out-of-N OT Protocol based on EGL-OT

The first protocol presented here is a general 1-out-of-N OT protocol inspired
by the work [7] where N≥ 2.
 Input: The Clients input is a choice index σ ∈ 0, 1, , N − 1 and the Servers
input is N l-bit secrets k0 , k1 , kN −1 where 1 ≤ l ≤ 128 and l is known also
to Client.
 Auxiliary Input:: The Server generates a master block-cipher key S for
the chosen block cipher algorithm and then uses white-box table generation function Gen to generate corresponding white-box encryption tables
T = Gen(S) related to the secret key S. Note that having these tables, the
Client will be able to compute encryption functionality without owning the
secret key S. The white-box encryption tables T are sent to the Client. S is
kept secret by Server.
 Protocol:The protocol steps are the following.
• Query Preparation Phase:The Server generates N random values
128
m0 , m1 , . . . , mN −1 ∈ {0, 1}
and sends them to the Client.
• Query Generation Phase: The Client generates a random value r ∈
128
{0, 1}
and then calculates its encryption EncT (r) with help of the
white-box encryption tables T . Next the computed
value is usedLto blind
L
the value mσ in the following way V = mσ
EncT (r): , where
stands
for XOR operation of two 128-bit vectors. V is sent to the Server.
• Query Response Phase: The Server takes V to compute N values
r0 , r1 , . . . , rN −1
0 , m1 , , mN −1 in the following
Lrelated to values mL
L way:
r0 = DecS (V
m0 ), r1 = DecS (V
m1 ) . . . , rN −1 = DecS (V
mN −1 ).
L
L
L
¯
¯
¯
0
0
0
Next k0 = k̄ 0 r0 , k1 = k̄ 1 r1 , ..., kN −1 = k̄ N −1 rN −1 values are
128-l
z }| {
¯
calculated and sent to Client, where ki = ki k 00.000. The decryption
operation Dec is performed with the help of the the secret keyL
S.
• Response Processing Phase: The Client computes k¯s = kσ0
r and
takes its l left bits as desired secret ks .
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The general method for constructing a 1-out-of-N OT protocol having the
1-out-of-2 OT instance shown in [11] requires logN invocations of 1-out-of-2
OT protocol and NlogN calls of pseudorandom functions which are modeled by
block cipher algorithms. Since white-box operations are comparable with the
block cipher operations from the efficiency point of view, the presented design
of 1-out-of-N protocol can operate faster for N > 2 as it requires only N block
cipher operations and one white-box operation to be performed.

3.2

1-out-of-2 OT Protocol based on NP-OT

The next is a new 1-out-of-2 OT protocol design which was inspired by the work
[11].
 Input: The Clients input is a choice index σ ∈ 0, 1 and the Servers input is
2 l-bit secrets k0 and k1 where 1 ≤ l ≤ 128 and l is known also to Client.
 Auxiliary Input:: The Server generates a master block-cipher key S for
the chosen block cipher algorithm and then uses white-box table generation algorithm GEN to generate corresponding white-box encryption tables
T = Gen (S) related to the secret key S. Note that having these tables, the
Client will be able to compute encryption functionality without owning the
secret key S. The white-box encryption tables T are sent to the Client. S is
kept secret by Server.
 Protocol:The protocol steps are the following.
• Query Preparation Phase:The Server generates a random value c ∈
128
{0, 1}
and sends it to the Client.
• Query Generation Phase: The Client generates one random value
128
rL
∈ {0, 1}
and then calculates two values Pσ = EncT (r) and P1−σ =
c EncT (r) with help of the white-box encryption tables T . Next he
sends P0 to Server.
L
• Query Response Phase: The Server takes P0 , derives P1 = C
P0
L
L
¯
¯
and then calculates E0 = k̄ 0 DecS (P0 ) and E1 = k̄ 1 DecS (P1 ).
128-l
128-l
z }| {
z }| {
¯
¯
Here k0 = k0 k 00.000 and k1 = k1 k 00.000. The decryption operation
Dec is performed with help of the the secret key S. The values E0 and
E1 are sent to Client.
L
r and
• Response Processing Phase: The Client computes k̄¯σ = Eσ
takes its l left bits as the desired secret kσ .
This protocol can be extended to the general 1-out-of-N instance by using
the technique described in [11].
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Correctness and Security Analysis

The correctness proofs for the specified protocols are straightforward.
Recalling the security definitions given in Section 1.1 we should separately discuss the Client’s and Server’s security aspects for both WB-OT protocols described above.
The Clients Security: For any σ, τ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N −1} and for any probabilistic
polynomial time adversary B executing the Servers part, the information that
B sees in case the Client tries to obtain kσ and the information that B sees in
case the Client tries to obtain kτ are computationally indistinguishable given
k0 , k1 , . . . , kN −1 .
Let us start from the Client’s security in the 1-out-of-N OT Protocol based
on EGL-OT. InLour honest-but-curious adversarial model the Server gains the
value
EncT (r) in the case the Client wants to obtain kσ and V 0 =
LV = mσ
mτ
EncT (r) in the case the Client wants to obtain kτ . If the value r has uniform distribution, so has the value EncT (r). This fact comes from the computational security property of underlying block cipher encryption algorithm, which
means that for every message x the distribution EncS (UM ) is pseudorandom.
Here UM means a uniformly random selection of message from the message space.
It can be concluded that the values V and V 0 both have uniform distribution so
they are computationally
indistinguishable.
B should differentiate L
also the values
L
L
r0 = DecS (V
m0 ), r1 = DecS (V
m1 ) . . . , rN −1 = DecS (V L mN −1
L) one
of which is equal to r and the others are equal to DecS (EncT (r) mσ
mj ).
From the security properties of the underlying block cipher algorithm which
means that for every ciphertext y the distribution DecUK (y) is pseudorandom,
the uniformly random
L value
L r is computationally indistinguishable from the value DecS (EncT (r) mσ
mj ). This means that the information B gets in the
case when the Client tries to obtain kσ and the information that B gets in the
case when the Client tries to obtain kτ are computationally indistinguishable
given k0 , k1 , . . . , kN −1 .
The Client’s security in the 1-out-of-2 OT Protocol based on NP-OT can be
proven by similar considerations.
The Servers Security: The Client must not learn or get more or different
information than he should. In the IDEAL model let us assume that there is
a trusted third party T that receives k0 , k1 , . . . , kN −1 from the Server and receives the choice bit σ from the Client and tells the Client the value kσ . For
every distribution on the inputs k0 , k1 , . . . , kN −1 and any adversarial probabilistic polynomial-time machine A that plays the role of Client in REAL model,
there exists a simulator A0 which plays the Clients role in the IDEAL model
and receives the same information about k0 , k1 , . . . , kN −1 as A, such that the
outputs of A and A0 are computationally indistinguishable.
Without loss of generality let us assume that the data items have 128-bit
length, they have uniform distribution, and the Clients choice is σ = 0. In the
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IDEAL model the A0 learns only the secret value k0 and can only guess the
values of ki where 0 < i ≤ N − 1. In the REAL model the A learns the following
values:
 The white-box encryption tables T.
128
 N random values m0 , m1 , . . . , mN −1 ∈ {0, 1}
 N values k0 and L
L
L
k10 = k̄¯1 DecS (EncT (r) m0 m1 ),
..
.
L
L
L
k0
= k̄¯
Dec (Enc (r) m
m
N −1

N −1

S

T

0

N −1 )

The security properties of the underlying block cipher algorithm implies
that DecUK (y) has pseudorandom distribution so each of the received values
L
L
L
ki0 = k̄¯i DecS (EncT (r) m0 mi ) can not be distinguished from a pseudorandomly chosen value by any observer who does not own the decryption key s.
0
This implies that the values k10 , ..., kN
−1 does not reveal any information about
corresponding data
items
k
,
...,
k
unless the A is not able to decrypt the
1
N
−1
L
L
values EncT (r) m0 mi for i = 1, ..., N − 1. As the underlying white-box
cryptosystem is secure against key-extraction and reverse-engineering attacks,
the Client can not extract the secret key s from the white-box tables T neither can use
L theLwhite-box encryption tables for decrypting the given messages
EncT (r) m0 mi . Thereby the adversary A does not learn any information
about the data items k1 , ..., kN −1 which has not been queried and thus the Server’s security is preserved.
The Server’s security in the 1-out-of-2 OT Protocol based on NP-OT can be
proven by similar considerations.

5

Performance Analysis and Applications

For performing comparison between our proposed OT protocols and other publickey based protocols we have implemented a white-box encryption algorithm
based on SAFER+ block cipher[26]. In our implementation the encryption tables
have about 1MB size and the white-box encryption operations are about 4 times
slower compared with black-box encryption. The experiments had been carried
on Intel(R) Core 2 CPU 430 1.80 GHz * 1.80 GHz computer. The experiments
are carried for the 1-out-of-2 OT instances and in both presented 1-out-of-2 OT
protocols the Server needs to perform two symmetric decryption operations and
the Client computes one white-box encryption operation. For comparison we
have used the OpenSSL RSA implementation with 1024 bit length keys. Let us
assume that the Server’s data items are 16 byte length blocks which is a common
case in secure function evaluation protocols where the data items represents
block cipher encryption keys. In our experiments the white-box encryption for
one block data (16-byte) takes about 0.00488ms and the RSA encryption of 16
byte block takes about 0.2324ms. The black-box decryption for one block data
takes 0.00122ms and the RSA decryption for one block data takes 4.4ms. As
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such in white-box based OT the overall speed of these computations will be
0.0049+2*0.0012=0.0073ms, and in RSA based OT will be 0.2324 + 2 * 4.4 =
9.03ms. This means the white-box based OT is about 1200 times faster then RSA
based OT. Now let us see, that in this setting where 1024-bit RSA is used and
the data items are 128-bit length, we get also about 8 times less communication
bandwidth compared with the RSA-based OT protocol. The data items can
be longer, but block encryption will not expand the message unlike public-key
encryption. It should be mentioned that an acceleration of the OT operations by
thousand times is not a limit since faster white-box schemes can be developed.
Another argument is that the key size of public key schemes are increasingly
becoming larger which is not the case for symmetric key cryptography.

6

Conclusion

White-box cryptography is a relatively new cryptographic primitive being found
to be a critical component for designing secure DRM and software protection
systems. In this paper it was shown how white-box cryptography can be used
to significantly speed-up OT protocol. Our approach allows to accelerate OT
protocol several orders of magnitude and thus make secure function evaluation
protocols practical for real-life applications. It was shown how the security of
the protocols proposed in this paper depends only on the security of underlying
white-box encryption scheme. Thus assuming the existence of secure white-box
encryption scheme a much more computationally efficient and secure OT protocols can be implemented.
One of the possible directions for future research would be the design of different
generalizations of OT protocols based on white-box cryptography. It is also an
interesting work to investigate the security of the proposed protocols in the case
of malicious adversarial model [14].
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